To whom it may concern. For immediate release

First Release for 13aX on
Fledgling Not-for-Profit Label
Irregular Patterns
Who: 		
What: 		
Where:
Why:		
When:		

13aX (first signing and inaugural release on Irregular Patterns, Bristol/Stroud)
Distant Storm (single)
Bandcamp.com (with delayed release scheduled for streaming platforms)
Intoxicating acid folk that paints scenes for imaginary filmscapes
14th September 2021

Listen / watch here:
https://thirteenax.bandcamp.com/track/distant-storm

13aX are the first signing to the new not-for-profit
Bristol based label Irregular Patterns.
The essence of 13aX is rooted in years of
experimentation, playing and listening. This
intoxicating duo can be found foraging in the
obscure shadows where folk, electronica,
impromptu performance and field recordings cross
fertilize and become their unique hybrid creations.
The project took shape in 2019 with Gavin
feeding initial guitar motifs to Simon who
exercised his production and arranging skills at his
North London studio to work up the tracks. The
pair met up whenever restrictions allowed
eventually resulting in their debut EP Still There
Released through Irregular Patterns on Sept 28th
The EP's four tracks intimately reveal themselves
through a collage of instruments, sound sources,
and field recordings to form a single cohesive
vision.

Linked through their love of music, blood and the
M4 motorway (Stroud via Tufnell Park) 13aX
protagonists are Simon Edwards and Gavin
McClafferty.
Gavin McClafferty said, “our familial vibe sets this
project apart from anything else I’ve been involved
with. It's relaxed and informal but with much
attention to detail”
Simon Edwards added, "The EP is our first
instalment with further releases planned during
2022 as part of our exciting wider project with
Irregular Patterns"

13aX are:
Simon Edwards:
Talk Talk, Shriekback, Beth Gibbons, Red Box,
Fairground Attraction. et al
Gavin McClafferty:
The Incredible Zombie Rockers,
Days of Pure Enjoyment, Domestic Crawfish,
Lensmen.
The first single Distant Storm taken from forth
coming EP is released on 14th September 2021
exclsively on Bandcamp

13aX (Simon Edwards, Gavin McClafferty)

The four track EP Still There available for pre-order
via Bandcamp as an exclusive download from 28th
September 2021 - the first music to be issued via
the new Irregular Patterns label.
Links:
Twitter

@13aX1 @IrregularPat1

Web 		

https://irregular-patterns.com

Bandcamp
		

https://irregularpatterns.bandcamp.		
com/

Youtube

https://youtu.be/hb0VxibPTTU

Instagram

irregular3patterns

Still There (ep artwork)

- ENDS For interviews, high res images and more info
contact John Kerridge.
email patternsirregular@gmail.com
Irregular Patterns is a development label operating
on a not-for-profit basis. Irregular Patterns turns
the traditional record label set up on its head. The
inversion can be simply described as: the record
label working for the artist. What this means is that
artists retain 100% of their rights and royalties and
agree to pay Irregular Patterns a share after income
is earned - It’s a trust thing.

13aX (logo)

